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concepts & summaries
session 1: building blocks

session 2: it’s complicated

session 3: but not impossible

session 4: some logistics

bias-free understanding of people 
recognize a concept
introducing summaries

write a clear, concise summary
concepts get repeated

clarify the summary
recasting & traps to avoid
tangled concepts & implied concepts

merging, splitting, pruning
team work
lightning-quick and from-memory
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warmup exercise
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what are the ways that concepts 
tend to appear in a transcript?



concept a single topic (usually at depth) stated 
in contiguous sentences and phrases

repeated concept
another sentence or phrase that 
appears later in the transcript which 
belongs with an earlier concept

tangled concept a concept that is closely intertwined 
with another, making it easily missed

implied concept
a concept that is not stated outright by 
the speaker; sometimes worth pulling 
out—but other times not; might be 
clarified later in the transcript
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what is this photo supposed to remind you of? 
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think of myself as that person

speak as if I am that person

also speak as that person when applying the data
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homework review



did anyone have trouble forming 
cognitive empathy with that speaker? 

did anyone recite your homework 
summaries out loud?

two leading questions about the homework
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homework find concepts and create summaries (1-2 hours)

1. Read the first half of the transcript to see what the story is in 
full. Check out Indi’s comments along the way. (The 
recording got lost.)

2. On the first 5 pages of the transcript, highlight or underline 
the inner thinking, emotional reactions & guiding principles. 

3. On the sheet there are already a few quotes. These quotes are 
all at Depth. Fill in types, verbs, summaries as usual.
a) Pick a verb and write your key topic. (follow the formulas)
b) Add some supporting detail. (think about comic panels).
c) Underline the words the Speaker said which you chose to 

include in your summary.

4. Pull more quotes from the transcript and summarize them in 
the list. You can use Indi’s comments as a guide. 
a) Do steps a, b, c, d from number 3 above for each.
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[Indi shows homework #3 cheat sheet as we discuss feedback



• avoid any vocabulary that is not in the transcript! e.g. she never uses the word 
"extensive" in the transcript, so you cannot use it in the summary

• try not to distill it. Just make a smaller more perfect version of the quote/concept

• not enough personalization, memorable phrases

• I am this person at this moment in this place. I am thinking/feeling ___________

• merged the “right direction” back in with row above, as memorable detail

• lots of people thought the guiding principle about sitting on the aisle was so that she 
wouldn’t inconvenience anyone, but that’s an assumption. What she said was that she 
didn’t want to hop over anyone. 

• still some folks writing two sentences. Use the prepositional phrases on slide #14 
below to hook on the memorable details so that you have one sentence.

• remember to balance strong vs. weak and your confidence in this

• When I find myself writing "trying to" I always take a second to see if it could be inner 
thinking "try to" or if I could simplify and get rid of the "trying to" part.

• When I find myself writing “verb x to verb y” it’s a point at which I consider simplifying 
to one verb … “Leave early to give ourselves time”



first formula is for reasoning and
guiding principles: 
verb + key point + supporting detail(s)

second formula is for emotional reactions:
feel emotion + key point + supporting detail(s)
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hook the supporting detail on with 
these words

about from
at since
because that
by when
despite whereas
even though while

use any preposition or conjunction,
but don’t make it a separate/compound sentence
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did we come up with the same concepts?
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some logistics



merging, splitting & pruning
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for when a summary is giving you trouble

• recast the type if it’s giving you trouble



Summary ID Quote Type Brainstrm

001
UD

it's really strange because when I go to a hospital if I 
had to have a procedure done or anything, I'd say, "I 
have mastocytosis," and they'd all go, "What?" So it 
was before the internet days; they would have to go 
get a medical book and look it up. Then you're like, 
"Well why am I here if you don't even know what it 
is?"

reaction feel 
amazed, 
annoyed, 
confused,
ignored 
…?

Wonder why I'm here for 
a procedure when I tell 
a doctor I have 
mastocytosis and they
have to go look it up

001
UD

it's really strange because when I go to a hospital if I 
had to have a procedure done or anything, I'd say, "I 
have mastocytosis," and they'd all go, "What?" So it 
was before the internet days; they would have to go 
get a medical book and look it up. Then you're like, 
"Well why am I here if you don't even know what it 
is?"

inner 
thinking

wonder, 
question, 
suspect, 
hesitate

if it’s giving you trouble …



for when a summary is giving you trouble

• recast the type if it’s giving you trouble
• is it a tangled concept—does it need splitting?



TANGLED SUMMARY ID QUOTE TYPE

Feel furious there’s no curb 
cuts and I could have gotten 
killed trying to get my 
wheelchair down a driveway
into traffic because I expect 
more from our community

104 There was no curb cut. I was furious. Like there’s no 
curb cuts in any of the four corners of either 
intersection. I have to take my wheelchair down a 
driveway into traffic to cross the street. We’re in the 
21st century! I could have gotten killed doing that! I just 
get riled up about it because I just expect more from 
our community. It’s a public transit bus. How are you 
supposed to get to a bus?

emotional
reaction

CLEAR SUMMARIES ID QUOTE TYPE
Feel furious that I have to risk 
getting killed in my 
wheelchair because there is 
no curb cut and I have to go 
down a driveway into traffic

104 There was no curb cut. I was furious. Like there’s no 
curb cuts in any of the four corners of either 
intersection. I have to take my wheelchair down a 
driveway into traffic to cross the street. … I could have 
gotten killed doing that! 

emotional
reaction

Feel riled up that the 
community has not provided 
curb cuts at the public transit 
bus, even in the 21st century

104 We’re in the 21st century! … I just get riled up about it 
because I just expect more from our community. It’s a 
public transit bus. How are you supposed to get to a 
bus?

emotional
reaction

if it’s giving you trouble …
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for when a summary is giving you trouble

• recast if it’s giving you trouble
• is it a tangled concept—does it need splitting?
• is it too weak by itself—should it merge with 

something else?



Summary ID Quote Type Brainstrm

Feel reassured when the 
shuttle comes and we 
were are on our way to 
the airport

808 “I’m glad that the shuttle came,” and, “Okay, now 
we’re on our way to the airport. ... I felt like a sense 
of relief, kind of, that – you know, ‘cause you get 
nervous sometimes wondering – okay, is the shuttle 
gonna show up? So, yeah, I was very satisfied and 
just felt relieved. 

reaction feel 
relieved, 
nervous, 
reassured

<not strong enough> 808 Do we know we’re in the right direction?” inner 
thinking

wonder, 
worry

Feel relieved that our 
park-and-ride shuttle 
shows up and I don't 
have to wonder when it 
will come or think about 
which is the right 
direction to go

808 “I’m glad that the shuttle came,” and, “Okay, now 
we’re on our way to the airport. Do we know we’re in 
the right direction?” … I felt like a sense of relief, 
kind of, that – you know, ‘cause you get nervous 
sometimes wondering – okay, is the shuttle gonna
show up? So, yeah, I was very satisfied and just felt 
relieved. 

reaction

if it’s giving you trouble …



remove words that are not part of this concept or memorable detail
… helps simplify the meaning in your mind
… so that the shape of the concept is clear

analogy of pruning
when you prune a fruit tree, you try to prune out the old 
stuff & only leave the most productive/budding twigs behind



how to prune a quote
really look at the quote you grabbed

prune it back to its essence ... it should only 
have one meaning (bonsai, garden)

pruning down a quote helps you see it more 
clearly (when it’s giving you trouble)



Summary ID Quote Type

808 it was a self-check-in kiosk it was called, so I’ve never used 
that before, so I was getting frustrated...When I was trying 
to check-in and get my boarding passes.  So, ‘cause it was 
asking me to scan my passports, and I didn’t know how to 
scan it in which direction...I guess this is a new way to do 
things...But between me and my husband, we figured it out. 
I asked the woman at the desk if she could help me, and 
her response was, “It’s a self-check-in kiosk.” ...  The 
woman just like stood there, and there was other people 
that just like – I don’t understand – I still don’t understand 
why she couldn’t help me. The boarding passes printed, we 
figured out how to scan our passports, and then she took 
the baggage from us.  That seems to be all she did was 
take the baggage.  So, that was frustrating, ‘cause I feel like 
you’re getting paid to do a job.  Why are you just standing 
there?...When someone’s actually asking for help, and their 
response is, “No, this is a self-check-in counter,” that, to 
me, is – you know – not acceptable.   

reaction



Summary ID Quote Type

808 it was a self-check-in kiosk it was called, so I’ve never used 
that before, so I was getting frustrated...When I was trying 
to check-in and get my boarding passes.  So, ‘cause it was 
asking me to scan my passports, and I didn’t know how to 
scan it in which direction...I guess this is a new way to do 
things...But between me and my husband, we figured it out. 
I asked the woman at the desk if she could help me, and 
her response was, “It’s a self-check-in kiosk.” ...  The 
woman just like stood there, and there was other people 
that just like – I don’t understand – I still don’t understand 
why she couldn’t help me. The boarding passes printed, we 
figured out how to scan our passports, and then she took 
the baggage from us.  That seems to be all she did was 
take the baggage.  So, that was frustrating, ‘cause I feel like 
you’re getting paid to do a job.  Why are you just standing 
there?...When someone’s actually asking for help, and their 
response is, “No, this is a self-check-in counter,” that, to 
me, is – you know – not acceptable.   

reaction



Summary ID Quote Type

808 it was a self-check-in kiosk it was called, so I’ve never used 
that before, so I was getting frustrated...When I was trying 
to check-in and get my boarding passes.  So, ‘cause it was 
asking me to scan my passports, and I didn’t know how to 
scan it in which direction...I guess this is a new way to do 
things...But between me and my husband, we figured it out.  

reaction

808 I asked the woman at the desk if she could help me, and 
her response was, “It’s a self-check-in kiosk.” ...  The 
woman just like stood there, and there was other people 
that just like – I don’t understand – I still don’t understand 
why she couldn’t help me. The boarding passes printed, we 
figured out how to scan our passports, and then she took 
the baggage from us.  That seems to be all she did was 
take the baggage.  So, that was frustrating, ‘cause I feel like 
you’re getting paid to do a job.  Why are you just standing 
there?...When someone’s actually asking for help, and their 
response is, “No, this is a self-check-in counter,” that, to 
me, is – you know – not acceptable. 

reaction



Summary ID Quote Type Brainstrm

808 it was a self-check-in kiosk it was called, so I’ve 
never used that before, so I was getting 
frustrated...When I was trying to check-in and get 
my boarding passes.  So, ‘cause it was asking me to 
scan my passports, and I didn’t know how to scan it 
in which direction...I guess this is a new way to do 
things...But between me and my husband, we 
figured it out.  

reaction feel 
frustrated, 
helpless,
confused

Feel frustrated at the 
self-check-in kiosk 
because I have never 
used one and have to 
figure out which 
direction to scan our 
passports

808 it was a self-check-in kiosk … I’ve never used that 
before, so I was getting frustrated...When I was 
trying to check-in and get my boarding passes.  … it 
was asking me to scan my passports, and I didn’t 
know how to scan it in which direction... I guess this 
is a new way to do things... But between me and my 
husband, we figured it out ... how to scan our 
passports

reaction feel 
frustrated, 
helpless,
confused



Summary ID Quote Type

808 I asked the woman at the desk if she could help me, and 
her response was, “It’s a self-check-in kiosk.” ...  The 
woman just like stood there, and there was other people 
that just like – I don’t understand – I still don’t understand 
why she couldn’t help me. The boarding passes printed, we 
figured out how to scan our passports, and then she took 
the baggage from us.  That seems to be all she did was 
take the baggage.  So, that was frustrating, ‘cause I feel like 
you’re getting paid to do a job.  Why are you just standing 
there?...When someone’s actually asking for help, and their 
response is, “No, this is a self-check-in counter,” that, to 
me, is – you know – not acceptable. 

reaction

Feel incensed by the 
unacceptable attitude of 
the woman at the baggage 
kiosk because she refused 
to help me when I asked
and only stands there
repeating "this is a self-
check-in kiosk”

808 I asked the woman at the desk if she could help me, and 
her response was, “It’s a self-check-in kiosk.” ...  The 
woman just like stood there … I still don’t understand why 
she couldn’t help me. The boarding passes printed … then 
she took the baggage from us.  That seems to be all she did 
was take the baggage. … frustrating … you’re getting paid 
to do a job.  Why are you just standing there?...When 
someone’s actually asking for help … that … is … not 
acceptable. 

reaction



Summary ID Quote Type

103 I can't pay, because I'm not working...And there's not a whole lot, there's not 
a whole lot of grants out there from what I've been told if you are married, 
you know what I'm saying? There's a lot more if you're a single mom or 
whatever. But not as many if you're married...different friends of mine that 
are in college. And like the ones that are single with no kids versus the ones 
that are single with kids or married with kids. And the, you know, the kind 
of grants versus scholarships that they got...And like my sister went to 
college, my cousin went to college. They're single parents. Single moms. 
And they got everything paid for...Both of them were in Michigan. So I don't 
know if it's a little bit, you know, different. But they just went to the different 
colleges and went to the financial advisor, I guess...And they helped them 
with it...I haven't heard a whole lot more about it. I know, like I said, I know 
you know, what we were able to get and not get with my husband.

reaction



Summary ID Quote Type

103 I can't pay, because I'm not working...And there's not a whole lot, there's not 
a whole lot of grants out there from what I've been told if you are married, 
you know what I'm saying? There's a lot more if you're a single mom or 
whatever. But not as many if you're married...different friends of mine that 
are in college. And like the ones that are single with no kids versus the ones 
that are single with kids or married with kids. And the, you know, the kind 
of grants versus scholarships that they got...And like my sister went to 
college, my cousin went to college. They're single parents. Single moms. 
And they got everything paid for...Both of them were in Michigan. So I don't 
know if it's a little bit, you know, different. But they just went to the different 
colleges and went to the financial advisor, I guess...And they helped them 
with it...I haven't heard a whole lot more about it. I know, like I said, I know 
you know, what we were able to get and not get with my husband.

reaction

Feel discriminated against 
as a married person while 
looking for grants because 
my sister and cousin are 
single moms and got 
everything paid for in 
Michigan

103 I can't pay, because I'm not working ... there's not a whole lot 
of grants out there … if you are married … There's a lot more 
if you're a single mom ... different friends of mine that are in 
college … my sister went to college, my cousin went to 
college. They're single … moms. And they got everything 
paid for ... Both of them were in Michigan. … they just went 
to the … financial advisor ... And they helped them with it ... I 
know … what we were able to … not get with my husband.

reaction



example of team discussing pruning



Feel confident about the doctor 
doing a severe operation because 
of how well he explained it to me 
and my daughter

001-CC The way he was talking to me, I understood everything he was saying. Like I said, 
he made me feel very comfortable about the surgery and about him, too ... he had 
a way of talking to you and talking to my daughter, me and my daughter. It put me 
at ease. I wasn’t uncomfortable thinking about him doing the operation and all, you 
know. Like you said, some doctors make you feel so uncomfortable, they talk at 
you rather than to you. You don’t know if you really should go through with that or 
not. Or make you feel like you’re not doing what you’re supposed to be doing... But 
he had told me the operation would be kind of severe. ... he did mention collapsing 
my lungs and I said if you collapse my lung, I’m dead, basically, ain’t I? He was 
saying that they would have had to, I think, break some of my ribs... he had to take 
out three of my vertebra, and then he put two metal plates in. He screwed them in 
with screws.... What he said the other doctors would have to do, it sounds so much 
more complicated than what he did. What he did was complicated, but it sounded 
like they would have had to do even more.

reaction lame, I know.



Feel comfortable about the severe 
operation because the doctor is 
talking to me instead of at me and 
I understand everything he was 
saying

001CC-
BOS

It was like he was talking to me and some doctors seem to talk at you. He 
just made me feel so comfortable....The way he was talking to me, I 
understood everything he was saying. Like I said, he made me feel very 
comfortable about the surgery and about him, too ... he had a way of 
talking to you and talking to my daughter, me and my daughter. It put me at 
ease. I wasn’t uncomfortable thinking about him doing the operation and 
all, you know. Like you said, some doctors make you feel so 
uncomfortable, they talk at you rather than to you. You don’t know if you 
really should go through with that or not. Or make you feel like you’re not 
doing what you’re supposed to be doing... But he had told me the operation 
would be kind of severe. ... he did mention collapsing my lungs and I said if 
you collapse my lung, I’m dead, basically, ain’t I? He was saying that they 
would have had to, I think, break some of my ribs... he had to take out 
three of my vertebra, and then he put two metal plates in. He screwed 
them in with screws.... What he said the other doctors would have to do, it 
sounds so much more complicated than what he did. What he did was 
complicated, but it sounded like they would have had to do even more.

reaction lame, I know.
CB: Nah. :) I think all the gruesome surgery 
details make it a little overwhelming to sort 
out. I tuned them out and then it made more 
sense to me, so I rephrased to focus on him 
talking to rather than at, and also grabbed 
one more sentence from the transcript about 
that



Feel comfortable about the severe 
operation because the doctor is 
talking to me instead of at me and 
I understand everything he was 
saying

001CC-
BOS

It was like he was talking to me and some doctors seem to talk at you. He just made 
me feel so comfortable....The way he was talking to me, I understood everything he 
was saying. ... he made me feel very comfortable about the surgery and about him, 
too ... he had a way of talking to ... me and my daughter. It put me at ease. I wasn’t 
uncomfortable thinking about him doing the operation and all ... some doctors make 
you feel so uncomfortable, they talk at you rather than to you. You don’t know if you 
really should go through with that or not. Or make you feel like you’re not doing what 
you’re supposed to be doing.

reaction lame, I know.
CB: Nah. :) I think all the 
gruesome surgery details make it 
a little overwhelming to sort out. I 
tuned them out and then it made 
more sense to me, so I rephrased 
to focus on him talking to rather 
than at, and also grabbed one 
more sentence from the transcript 
about that
IY: I pruned it even more, but kept 
the beautiful summary.



comparison: user interview transcript



(let’s look at a user interview transcript for surface vs. depth)
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participant ID’s



in a study, tag each participant with a 
unique identification

then tag every quote & summary with the 
participant ID it came from

sequential numbers; number sets for each project
client or project initials
year or month
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for longitudinal studies over several 
months or years,
use the same ID for the same participant 
throughout



… so you can decorate the towers to 
indicate thinking styles or attributes within 
the towers of the mental model diagram





pace of combing



whole bunch of ways to approach 
combing & summaries

plop in a bunch of quotes/paragraphs & prune later
or

do pruning as you go, revising summary a little 



make summaries later, to focus on concepts
or

make summaries as you go, to help understand concept

because concepts repeat and 
are tangled or implied













team work: assignments & status



example: 4 team members, 10 hours a week
• assign each person a set of transcripts to comb & summarize

• depends on their availability (average 7.5 hours/week or 
about two transcripts a week)

• assign their own listening sessions or make recording & 
listener available

• comb into separate list for each transcript

• track who is doing what, progress, when help is needed

• 30 minutes/day reviewing each other’s combing (2.5 hrs/week)

• make sure each combing sheet gets reviewed



One list for each transcript, or one tab in a 
spreadsheet for each transcript

example: 1 sheet = 1 participant = 1 team member



alternative: 1 tab = 1 participant = 1 team member



highlight cells as we complete



highlight cells as we complete(later we marked these with 
thinking-style segment colors)



you can use any format, any tool



combing your own listening sessions:

• you understand the tone of voice of what was said 
because you were there

• you are blind to the assumptions you made

if a team member combs your listening sessions:
• add the tone of voice to the transcript for them, ask 

them to listen to the recording first, and be available 
for questions



here’s an alternative method:
• gather concepts from your own transcript 

(where you were the Listener) 
• ask a team member to write the summaries 
• review their summaries



team work: review summaries



how to review summaries:
1. check the summary:

a) does the summary make sense at first glance, without any 
background or context?

b) does the summary follow the rules? (first person, present tense 
throughout, clear, concise, follows the formula)

c) is the summary already represented in another row; should this 
be merged there? 

d) is the summary a hodge-podge? split the concept? (see below)

2. check the concept: (this is low priority if you’re in a hurry, assuming 
your team is skilled at finding concepts)
a) is it actually a couple of different concepts; should it be split into 

separate rows?
b) does it contain something that actually belongs with a quote on 

another row?
c) if it’s a mess, can it be pruned back to reveal its clear meaning?



individuals work on their own,
plus 30 min per person review 

… splitting, merging, pruning
… tweaking the summary

chatting about the meaning
spoken
written

comic panels



Screenshot: world time zones www.timeanddate.com/time/map/

teams across time zones

… leaving comments about what you did or suggest doing
… or feel confused or ambivalent about

asynchronous “chatting” about the meaning



asynchronous comments need to be clear
(for example …)



it helps to keep the old summary



ye olde summary



highlight calls attention to comments



decision not to split out a concept



discussion to help fathom the meaning



humor is helpful



a project timeline



depending on the richness & length of the transcript …
• it takes 3-6 hours to comb each transcript 

(depending on richness and length)
• 8-10 hours for combing + cultivating patterns

• yields 40-60 concepts on average
• 60-100 for transcripts rich with concepts
• transcripts without a lot of depth or which don’t 

explore a person’s purpose yield 4-16 concepts
• (possibly depends on language & cultural habits)



cultivate patterns

typical problem space study timeline
recruiting

frame 
study

layer 
MMD

thinking 
styles

participant sketches

transcripts

align 
capab.

gap 
analysis

priorities 
strategy

job 
stories

purpose 
metricsSource: Indi Young

this course

listening sessions
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concepts & summaries



cultivate patterns

typical problem space study timeline
recruiting

frame 
study

layer 
MMD

thinking 
styles

participant sketches

transcripts

align 
capab.

gap 
analysis

priorities 
strategy

job 
stories

purpose 
metricsSource: Indi Young

listening sessions
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concepts & summaries

2-3 
weeks

4-7 
weeks

4-7 weeks

1-2 
weeks

1 
week

once a year or so: study is 10-18 weeks total
pace: 10 hours/week per team member (4 people on team)

for a study covering 2 thinking styles, 10-12 participants total



lightning-quick and from-memory



three different approaches to 
concepts & summaries:

1. complete-combing
2. lightning-quick
3. from-memory



three different approaches to 
concepts & summaries:

1. complete-combing
2. lightning-quick
3. from-memory



three different approaches to 
concepts & summaries:

1. complete-combing
2. lightning-quick
3. from-memory



1. complete-combing
2. lightning-quick

same as what we have covered in this course
requires:

a synchronous team
intensive collaboration
skills: concept-finding, summary-writing



1. designate roles:
a) TR: a transcript-reader who is skilled at finding concepts
b) S1, S2, S3: designate a few people who are skilled at summaries

2. TR reads silently until a concept pings their radar:
a) TR reads aloud the quote containing a concept, and says the 

type (optional)
b) S1 accepts this concept:

i. writes the type & brainstorms some verbs or emotions
ii. writes a summary, following the formula

3. TR does not pause reading:
a) TR reads aloud the next quote containing a concept, and says 

the type (optional)
b) S2 accepts this concept:

i. writes the type & brainstorms some verbs or emotions
ii. writes a summary, following the formula

lightning-quick combing



4. TR does not pause reading:
a) TR reads aloud the next quote containing a concept, and says 

the type (optional)
b) S3 accepts this concept:

i. writes the type & brainstorms some verbs or emotions
ii. writes a summary, following the formula

5. TR does not pause reading:
a) TR reads aloud the next quote containing a concept, and says 

the type (optional)
b) S1 accepts this concept:

i. writes the type & brainstorms some verbs or emotions
ii. writes a summary, following the formula

… and so on …

lightning-quick combing



(TR) will encounter repeated, implied, and tangled concepts, which 
requires a bit of instruction to the S# who recorded the summary:

repeated: “this one goes with [such-and-such description] … [might 
give supporting detail]”

tangled: “I think this is [number of] concepts [list of the separate 
verbs or feel+emotions]”

implied: “mark this as implied; I think it’s [verb or feel+emotion]”

for the next transcript, change roles so the TR gets a rest if they want

1. designate roles: …
…

lightning-quick combing



yes, do this digitally instead 
of sticky notes, for efficiency



one person is reader, who 
reads aloud concepts

one team member scribbles 
down summary while reader 
continues to next concept

(second stage) group the sticky 
note summaries as you go

https://indiyoung.com/the-lightening-quick-method/



lightning-quick combing

• takes 3-10 days together (about half the 
amount of time as complete-combing)

• can be done remotely; time zones may 
interfere with # hours together per day

• very intensive—bring lots of sustenance
• you might get tired of each other
• might need a break to take care of other 

work



drawbacks:
• captures ~50-75% of the concepts
• not perfect about tangled concepts
• single/temporary use—can’t add on to it 

easily without the quotes associated 
with the summaries

• for ideation & strategy, not metrics

lightning-quick combing



three different approaches to 
concepts & summaries:

1. complete-combing
2. lightning-quick
3. from-memory



subject to bias!
requires:

awareness & discipline to capture concepts 
that are outside of your own thinking

does not require transcripts

3. from-memory



immediately after the listening session:

• write as many summaries as you can think of for 
concepts you can remember (bias here!)

• make yourself do this for minimum 15 minutes
• if you have a team, compare and combine your 

summaries
or while listening to the recording:
• stop the recording to write summaries as 

concepts come up

from-memory combing



source:

live or recorded listening session

(no written record)

shaves off a couple of weeks

from-memory combing





Reasoning



yes, you can use sticky notes for the summaries



drawbacks:
• captures ~15-33% of the concepts
• not perfect about tangled concepts
• not perfect about implied concepts
• single/temporary use—can’t add on 

to it easily without the quotes 
associated with the summaries

• for ideation & strategy, not metrics

from-memory combing



complete lightning 
quick

from 
memory

concepts captured (novice-expert) 90%-98% 50%-75% 15%-33%

concepts untangled complete partial partial

contains quotes   

easy to add more study data in 
future   

material for scenarios & metrics   

# weeks (10-12 participants) 10-18 4-7 4-7

summary

based on listening sessions & rich transcripts



complete lightning 
quick

from 
memory

concepts captured (novice-expert) 90%-98% 50%-75% 15%-33%

concepts untangled complete partial partial

contains quotes   

easy to add more study data in 
future   

material for scenarios & metrics   

# weeks (10-12 participants) 10-18 4-7 4-7

summary

based on listening sessions & rich transcripts

uses the proper data synthesis 
technique, as a group going 
really fast, for 3 hours a day RISK: what you remember after 

a listening session can 
unconsciously represent what’s 
important to you, not what’s 
important to the participant



next course: cultivating patterns from summaries





recap
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in this course, what we will learn is how to comb all 
the concepts out of a transcript, then summarize 
each concept

• we carefully pick which concepts to summarize: 
inner-thinking, reaction, or guiding principle 

• concepts are the person’s inner landscape, not 
outcomes nor insights (avoid bias)

• the summary is verb-forward & spoken like the 
participant
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why comb all the concepts out of a transcript?

so that we can separate the steps of analysis:

1. separate the list of concepts from the rest of the 
transcript

2. understand someone deeply

3. find patterns across different people’s lists of 
concepts

4. find insights in the patterns (with much less bias)
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feedback for Indi:

https://goo.gl/forms/6CvKjFk9VZjuRK5l1
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@indiyoung

indiyoung

indiyoung

Rosenfeld Media
all-books discount:

DISAPPOINTEDFALCON20

design strategy & inclusivity.com
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• Archived courses
• Coaching (individual or team)
• Empathy Among Team Members 

(workshop)

• Persuading Stakeholders 
(medium.com/inclusive-software)
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…
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“But while supervised Deep Learning [for algorithms] 
excels at perceptual tasks, there are two major 
challenges to the next quantum leap in AI: (1) getting 
DL systems to learn tasks without requiring large 
amounts of human-labeled data; (2) getting them to 
learn to reason and to act.” 

Yann LeCun, VP & Chief AI Scientist at Facebook,
Turing Laureate, 11-July 2019 ACM Tech Talk description



bright applications

• medical image reading
• information filtering & ranking
• assisted + networked driving
• system modeling in physics, 

astrophysics, biology  

dark consequences

• social media hate 
speech propagation

• video suggestions 
unwanted by viewer

• facial recognition 
failure for people not 
young, light, male, 
unmasked

emphasis on algorithms,
dearth of research on 
supporting what people 
are trying to accomplish

tendency to avoid doing the 
laborious work that actually 
helps people understand people



“There are AI products that are used to mine through 
conversations, looking for patterns. For now, this is 
mainly being applied to Sales with fantastic results.

Listening Sessions: I think it wouldn't take much effort to 
see if the 8-10 hours of data analysis per 1 hour of 
conversation could be massively streamlined.”

shortcutting the actual goodness of developing empathy

… like having someone else eat your food for you
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